Three Years of War

The war is three years old on Sept. 1st or Sept. 3d, depending on which you believe it began, when Hitler tore into Poland Sept. 1, 1939, or when England and France declared war on Germany Sept. 3, 1939. How is the United Nations' balance sheet at the end of the third year?

Far be it from us to add to anybody's store of complacency. We do feel, however, that there are grounds for cautious optimism, despite the fact that the summer of 1942 was generally gloomy for our side.

We base our optimism mainly on the fact that the war is still going on at all. It was said often in the first year or so that Hitler had to win quickly if he was to win at all. Lacking an early break-through to big supplies of raw materials, he was expected to exhaust himself.

There was no such early break-through. Hitler swiftly conquered all of Europe that he wanted, except European Russia. But Europe was in fine fettle after their winter. The general belief still was that the war is still going on at all. It was said that the Germans would invade England before the moon waned.

Things don't look too bright for our side for the near future. Japan dealt us a staggering blow at Pearl Harbor, and followed that up by grabbing a Pacific empire which will probably last into the full moon kept Allied sympathizers all over the world on tenterhooks, wondering whether the Germans would invade England before the moon waned.

Don't Worry Your Soldier

We'd thought about this matter several times, but hesitated to say anything about it, on the theory that probably 90% of soldiers' families and friends had already figured it out for themselves. Now, however, the American Red Cross and the British government have seen fit to utter on the subject, so it would appear to be important.

It's simply this: Don't write any more bad news than absolutely necessary to the soldier(s) in whom you personally are interested. Specifically, soft-pedal family fights, financial pinches, wartime privations. Omit them entirely from your letters, unless there is something your soldier can do about them without hurting himself. Don't tip him off that his girl is dating somebody else, even if she is; or that his wife is not devoting quite 24 hours per day to pining piously for him; or that his young brother is feeling his oats and ought to be "spoken to" by mail from Australia, India or Iceland.

Letters bearing such tidings have driven far too many of our men on our 31 fronts to melancholy, chronic worry, or occasional inefficiency—any one of which is bad for the total fighting effectiveness of the Armed Forces. By just not writing such letters, you can contribute heavily to your own soldier's prowess.

Arnold's Patent Medicine

THURMAN ARNOLD, Assistant U. S. Attorney General in charge of antitrust legislation, is asking Congress to give him some fancy new laws relating to patents and patent rights. Mr. Arnold wants the Attorney General given power to cancel any patent which is being used "unreasonably" to limit "the supply of any article moving in interstate commerce."

That is, Mr. Arnold wants an executive department of the government given the powers of a court, plus. The "plus" comes in by virtue of the fact, as we read Arnold's recommendations, that the Attorney General would have the power of economic life and death over patents and patent holders, but would not have to give them the safeguards which surround real lawsuits in real courts. The Attorney General, as we get it, would decide whether any patent was being used "unreasonably."

It is all an aftermath of the terrific uproar kicked up by Mr. Arnold a few months ago in the matter of the Standard Oil-I. G. Farbenindustrie pre-war agreements on synthetic rubber and related products. In that excitement, Mr. Arnold made a record for frivolity, recklessness and exaggeration which we have seldom seen equaled by a supposedly responsible public official.

We think it would be a grave mistake for Congress to legalize the patent medicine offered it by this public official. Judicial power over patents and patent owners is too great a power to give to any executive department of the government. Especially is it too great a power to give to any department inhabited by Thurman Arnold.

The Attorney General's office already has power, anyway, to crack down on persons or firms using patents to buttress monopolies. All that the Attorney General need do is to invoke our ancient antitrust laws, draw up a proper complaint under them, and fight a lawsuit to victory in the courts, giving the defendant as well as the government a fair show. Isn't that enough? It is certainly in the American spirit.

On the chance, however, that our patent system could be improved, the President has appointed a Patents Planning Commission, under the chairmanship of Charles F. Kettering, to study the whole question and report on it. We'd suggest urgently that Congress wait for the Kettering committee's report before monkeying with the patent laws. More than enough people have now taken more than enough of Mr. Arnold's bum steers and wild accusations at face value.
Coal is one of America's most powerful weapons—the Nation's greatest single source of energy.

It turns the wheels of war's industries.

It is power and heat and light.

Coal makes steam. It runs trains to haul more coal. Coal is transportation. Coal provides warmth for our home comfort, heats our buildings and factories.

It is among the most abundant of the Nation's natural resources and in the earth of this country is enough to last 3,000 years.

More than a hundred thousand Pennsylvania Railroad freight cars have no other duty in this war than to haul this fighting power—coal and its by-product, coke—to the industrial fronts, day and night.

In never-ending streams, The Pennsylvania delivers it to the power plants, moves mountains of it to feed the coke ovens and, in turn, the blast furnaces.

Coal becomes gas for the open hearth, power for the rolling mill. Without it there would be no steel.

Coal's by-products become explosives, industrial chemicals, medicines and fertilizer that produces agricultural abundance.

Coal saw us through the last war—and coal will see us through this one.

To help move coal to the industrial front is one of Pennsylvania Railroad's most important jobs in war and peace.

---

"Load 'em full!" That's the battle cry in the coal fields. Bigger loads save cars for additional war work.

COAL

...ANOTHER "FIGHTING FORCE" TO KEEP ROLLING!

Buy your coal now. Help clear the tracks for movement of war materials this fall and winter. *Invest in U. S. War Savings Bonds & Stamps.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

Serving the Nation
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ELECTRONIC REPRODUCTION PROHIBITED
Take it from the "Queen of the Air"

YOU WANT STEADY NERVES TO BE A TOP-FLIGHT AERIALIST

- You may not go in for trapeze acrobatics. Even the thought of someone in danger may upset you, but there's a sound tip for you — for any smoker — in the fact that among men and women whose jobs demand steady nerves, it's Camels for the mildness that counts. Antoinette Concello (right) says: "Camel is one cigarette I really enjoy. Not just because of their finer flavor but also because they're extra mild."

IMPORTANT TO STEADY SMOKERS:

The smoke of slow-burning CAMELS contains LESS NICOTINE

than that of the 4 other largest-selling brands tested...less than any of them...according to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself!

"Queen of the Air"* Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey circus